
Routing optimization for container dispatching operations

ABOUT ALKON LOGISTICS

Which container? From Which Location? To Which Location?When?

MACRO/ MICRO Analysis OBSERVATIONs AND SYMPTOMS

     Alkon Logistics is located in Izmir 
Biçerova.
  Started its logistic operations in 
September 2013 within Nemport 
Group Companies.
    Service area in Biçerova is 80 acres 
large and connected to Aliağa ports.

 Approximately 5100 containers/month are 
dispatched
       There are two different container types, 20-feet 
and 40-feet.
 Each truck can carry one 20-feet full container or 
one 40-feet full container.
 Trucks have three different movements called one 
way movement, two way movement and cross way 
movement. 

The objective function of the problem is to minimize total cost.

Observations:
 Inability to apply appropriate dispatch planning 
in peak times.
 Lack of flexible dispatch planning for alternative 
policies
Symptomps:
 Unefficient truck usage
 Empty travels of trucks in peak times
 Renting truck unnecessarily 
 Overrun cost such as traveling and storage costs 

 Ports                 Cut-off times of vessels
 
         Biçerova             Departure time of freight cars

All trucks are identical

There is no difference in carrying full or

emptycontainers

Daily o perating  time  of  2  shifts  limited  ,  same

andno overtime

Construction of Time-space Graph
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 6 Time  Steps
1 hour 15 minutes period

Which Truck?

Storage cost Traveling cost 
of trucks 

Renting cost 
of extra trucks  

One way movement

Two way movement  

Cross way movement

Truck Utılızatıon Increased Total Cost Decreased Solutıon tıme:
on average 10 mınutes%18 %30
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mathematical model

Problem Definition 
Delivery Time = The main constraint of the problem 

DSS was integrated with 
IBM ILOG CPLEX 

DSS provides users the ability 
to analyze the outputs in 
detail. It can be helpful making 
long-term decisions such as 
purchasing new trucks.

     User can change number of 
trucks that are used in dispatch-
ing operations

Weekly container dispatching plan is generated with minimum cost

DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM
Running IBM  ILOG CPLEX in Excel Example of Weekly Container Dispatching Plan in ExcelDemand Information 

flow chart of simulation model

=  Set of nodes in the base graph,     

τ  =  Number of time periods

= Set of nodes in the time - space graph,  

= Set of arcs in the time - space graph

= Set of demand groups   

= Set of days ≤ ≤ 

= Set of nodes which can enter to each node with arcs,  i 

= Set of nodes which can leave from each node with arcs,  i 

Parameters

= Number of containers in demand group 

= Origin node of demand group ,  

= Destination node of demand group , 

= Release time step of demand group 

= Due time step of demand group 

= Time step which gives starting of free storage time for demand

group

= Transportation cost between node and node ,   i, j 

= Cost difference among loaded and empty travelbetween node

and node ,   i , j 

= Storage cost per time period

= Number of trucks present at node at the beginning of the 

optimization,  i 

= A parameter which can take the value of 0 or 1.  if arc ) is 

stationary arc, the parameter will be 0, otherwise it will be 1.

= Hiring cost of extra truck

Decision Variables

= Number of trucks on arc ),    

= Number of container on arc ) for demand group , 

= Number of rented trucks on arc ),   

= Number of rented trucks at node,  

Objective Function
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Mathematical Model

Sensitivity Analysis and Comparison
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